Cloud One Approved CFI Requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Be qualified, by current club policy, to act as PIC of all club aircraft
Have a current, valid Flight Instructor certificate, with ratings appropriate to all club aircraft
Have a minimum of 100 hours of dual instruction given
Receive the approval of the President and the Insurance Officer

Cloud One Arrow Qualifications to Fly:
1. 125 hours of flight time.
2. Minimum of 3 hours of flight time with an instructor of your choice.
2.1. Complete a minimum of 20 landings with instructor( instructor sign off as completed )
3. Maintenance and Pre/Post flight inspection briefing by Maintenance Officer.
4. Complete check ride by approved instructor
4.1. Club will pay for up to a 1 hour Arrow check ride. All overages will be at the member’s expense
4.2. Club will pay for only 1 Arrow check ride. If the first one is failed, all future Arrow check rides
will be at the member’s expense.
5. Any other requirements made by our insurance company or the FAA

Cloud One Arrow checkout:
1. Perform the following tasks from Area of Operation IV, Takeoffs, Landings, and Go-Arounds from the
Private Pilot PTS, to those standards.
1.1. D - Soft-Field Approach and Landing.
1.2. F - Short-Field Approach and Landing
2. Perform the following tasks from Area of Operation VIII, Slow flight and Stalls, from the Private Pilot
PTS, to those standards. Note that slow flight is defined as Minimum Controllable Airspeed, just
above stall speed.
2.1. A - Maneuvering during slow flight.
2.2. B - Power-off Stalls
2.3. C - Power -on stalls
3. Perform the following tasks from Area of Operation X, Emergency Operations, from the Private Pilot
PTS, to those standards.
3.1. A - Emergency Approach and Landing(Simulated)
4. Review emergency gear extension process
5. Review auto-gear extension process, including how to prevent gear from extending
6. Sufficient additional landings to meet clubs currency requirements.
7. Plan a cross country flight from MKC to another airport on the Kansas City Sectional. Use weather
information for the time of the checkout. Specific details on destination will be provided by the
flight instructor. Be prepared to discuss the plan, and any options considered.

Cloud One Arrow Recurrent Training and Currency Requirements:
1. To maintain the qualification to act as PIC of the Arrow, all FAA required flight reviews should be
conducted in a complex airplane
2. In the event the member fulfills the flight review requirement by completing a phase of the Wings
program, all flight training for that program should be conducted in a complex airplane.
3. Fly a minimum of 5 landings in the Arrow every 60 days
4. Complete and sign off on the Pre/Post flight check list for every flight in the Arrow.
5. Any pilot that fails to me the currency requirements may not act as PIC of the Arrow until a
complete checkout has been accomplished.

